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As virtual environments become widely accessible, it is
important to explore these environments’ implications
for the design of sociable media. In this sketch, we
explore social functions of virtual architecture. We base
these principles on a specific design that allows people
to create pods to serve as a representation of people in
a community and facilitate the interactions of its
members. These pods can be combined into larger,
topologically diverse Megastructures representing the
community as a whole. Based on our experiences with
this design process, we suggest a number of design
approaches for building socially meaningful spaces in
virtual environments.
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Project/problem statement
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Architectural design in physical spaces serves both
functional[6] and symbolic[7] purposes. Functionally,
buildings must, for instance, provide shelter, afford
entrance
and
circulation,
and
resist
gravity.
Symbolically, they communicate their intended purpose
- a classical facade evokes dignified importance, etc.
And while some structural elements are purely
functional, and some decorative ones purely symbolic,
many aspects of the design are both utilitarian and
communicative.

In the virtual realm, even the existence of a
"building" is purely symbolic. It is a simulacrum[1] - a
symbolic reference to a real world structure, created in
a space where none of the utilitarian functions protection from the elements, air circulation, seating,
etc. - have any relevance.
It does, however, have
important symbolic functions, bringing legibility to what
could otherwise be an incomprehensible abstract space.
Our task with this project has been 1) to
identify what are some of the functions of a "building"
in virtual space and 2) to articulate the aspects of the
metaphorical building we draw up.
Because
we're
interested
in
creating
community spaces, the functions we are concerned with
in this project are enabling the display of personal
creatively, enabling casual collective play, developing
an economy of proximity in virtual space, and providing
group and individual communication systems.
We have drawn upon a number of metaphors
for our design, including the Plug In City[2], urban
housing projects, and reconfigurable toys like LEGO.
We have developed our prototype in Second Life. Some
aspects of our design address specific limitations in
Second Life, though we think our broader points will be
applicable to future virtual spaces.

Background
“The Projects” was realized by Drew Harry (concept and
scripting) and Dietmar Offenhuber (concept and
modeling). Both are members of the Sociable Media
group at the MIT Media Lab.
The project started in March 2007 and is still
ongoing. It was initially intended to be just a
submission to MIT’s Second Life Design Competition
(and was ultimately selected as a winning entry) but
has since been continued as a research project.

Challenge
At the moment, Second Life is a prominent example of
a flexible and accessible 3D shared virtual environment.
Although it has higher social complexity and flexibility
than both current and historical platforms, it comes
with a number of challenges and limitations for both
development and usage. Indeed, many of these issues
have long been identified in the literature[3], and
Second Life doesn’t (for the most part) solve any of the
biggest classical problems with collaborative virtual
environments. In terms of realizing our design, the
biggest challenges were technical limitations to the
scripting language’s API as well as the simulation
engine. We also struggled with the interface; Second
Life lacks sophisticated user interface toolkits. That
said, it remains by quite a margin the best platform for
this sort of work.

Process / Analysis
An important part of preparing for the design phase of
this process was spending time in Second Life to better
understand the social, economic, technical, and
architectural aspects that would be important to
developing our design. What struck us most was the
extent to which architecture in Second Life is almost
purely representational, with few of the functional
affordances of physical architecture. The spaces that
are the closest analog to what we are designing are
personal houses.
Second Life’s landscape has many examples of
these sorts of structures. A few examples are shown in
Figure 1. These spaces function more like clothes than
buildings – the identity signals they represent are much
more important than their functional value. For the
most part, houses (and, indeed, most spaces in Second
Life) are really just ornate spatial chat spaces. We
appreciate that some measure of literal representation

is useful because people treat both their own avatars
and the avatars of others as people in physical
space[8]. Strong literal representations also serve to
make space quite legible – houses are in Second Life
are clearly understood as personal spaces, as opposed
to commercial spaces. Still, we feel the focus of virtual
architecture should not strictly be on representation. In
our work, we are striving to create spaces that are both
effective for identity signaling as well as serving
functional
roles
in
communication
and
social
orientation.

Solution

Figure 1 Views of the exterior and
interior of different houses in
Second Life.

When thinking about designing a system for modular
space in Second Life, we identified a number of
important challenges that a successful design must
address. These challenges fall into a few general
categories: presence, history, search, navigation, and
governance. To motivate our design, we will briefly
discuss these broad issues.
The representation of the presence of people in
online space is a tricky, old and well-studied problem
[4,5]. In Second Life, residents rely on the map to find
other people and places. While the map represents
relative densities of residents well, it doesn’t work very
well in spaces that make heavy use of the vertical
dimension. We hope to take more advantage of vertical
space in our design so we will need to design better
ways to display live presence in three-dimensional
space.
Because of the large size of the Second Life
grid and relatively few concurrent users, most spaces in
Second Life are unoccupied most of the time. As a
result, we feel it is important that our design have a
way of showing the history of presence in Pods instead
of just live presence.

Both historical and live presence representation
are important tools for increasing the navigability of the
space. On the web, we increasingly rely on the
interaction patterns of other people to help us decide
what sites to visit. The same is true in Second Life –
clusters of people (whether live or historical) are strong
signals to other people.
Second Life's model of space has important
implications for search and navigation. Space in Second
Life is divided into patches of land. Ownership of land
implies ownership of the vertical column of space
extruded up from that patch of land. These bits of land
also control how people can navigate them by setting
rules about how people can move through their space
as well as limiting access. Furthermore, patches of land
are the fundamental unit addressed by Second Life's
search system. These models don't make sense in a
Pod-based vision of space because it is unreasonable to
expect that each Pod occupies its own vertical column
of space. As a result, our design must provide its own
search infrastructure for finding interesting content and
events, as well as systems for access control and
movement between Pods to supplement Second Life's
built-in methods.
In any large scale social system, there will be
disagreements between Residents. Second Life is no
exception. We believe that providing clear governance
structures that give people the tools to communicate
and (when possible) resolve their own problems will be
an effective and scalable way to keep the Pods largely
self-managing. This is particularly critical to our design
because the ways in which people can affect other
people using the same system are both more varied
than on the web and the tools for handling issues are
less well understood.

Figure 2 Four examples of pod
templates that can be freely
modified by the SL users.

All of these categories combine to create what
we view as the core “social” utilities for modular space
in Second Life. By using the architectural elements to
provide sensing, display, and communication we can
build a rich set of systems that address the challenges
we have described.
We discuss our design in three sections: the
Pods owned by each individual, the Megastructures
created by combining Pods, and systems for governing
Megastructures.
PODS
In our design, each Pod will be a flexible space that is
owned by a single person. This space can be used for a
wide variety of purposes – but we expect them to
primarily fill the roles of profile pages: identity
expression, social orientation, and communication.
Most of the volume of the Pod is open space which its
owner can fill in with whatever they think is
appropriate. To start new Pod owners off, we will
provide a range of Pod templates for different Pod uses
or styles, however, these can be changed completely
by the owner. The four starting templates are shown in
Figure 2.
Beyond space to build, the Pod has a few other
major components. Each Pod has a sort of connective
tissue that defines how the Pod connects to other Pods
and how visitors can travel to the Pod. In the diagrams
on the left, we show how these connections relate to
the Pod itself. People looking to get their own Pod can
connect to any open connection point. In this design,
each Pod has a plus-shaped connector, and allows
rotation around the vertical axis at the connection
point. This promotes a particular structure that you can
see in Figure 3. These connections play a role similar to
displaying friends on a profile page - it situates the Pod
in a larger social structure. Because of this, it's

important that the Pod can move around to represent
someone's desire to be connected to different people at
different times. Because of the social role of the links,
they must be reciprocal; a new Pod owner can place
their Pod wherever they want, but unless their chosen
neighbor reciprocates in a timely manner, they'll have
to find another place to connect. This also promotes
growth in areas where users are active - Pods can't be
added to abandoned Pods because their owner won't
reciprocate.
To address the issues of presence, navigability,
and search, each Pod will have a data collection system
that records visits to the Pod. Based on this
information, we can visualize how many people are
currently in each Pod and how many people have been
in the Pod recently. This information will be shown on
the Pod itself to make it easy to gauge popularity while
browsing the Pods in a Structure. It will also be
transmitted to the Megastructure itself.
The
current
design
doesn’t
have
communication systems built in, but there are a variety
of options to support communication described in the
Future Work section.
MEGASTRUCTURES
Megastructures are composed of connected Pods,
arranged based on certain rules about the kinds of
connections can be made between Pods. The
configuration of the Megastructure is variable. Its shape
can be transformed without changing the topology by
adjusting the angles at its joints – curls and rings can
be straightened out to lines, straight towers can twist
into spirals, and so forth. The topology itself can also
be changed by where people choose to attach their
Pods. Beyond being a collection of Pods, these
structures also provide two extra features: maps and
elevators.

Figure 3 Example configuration of a
Megastructure (above) and interior of
the “elevator” with dynamic map of the
structure (below)

As discussed earlier, it is important that we
provide our own tools for browsing the Pods beyond
what Second Life offers. The presence information
collected by the Pods (both live and historical) is
mapped onto the Pods in the map. Each Pod in the map
displays textual information – set by the owner of the
Pod – that describes the contents of the Pod. The map
is also to search these Pod descriptions, lighting up
Pods that contain specific search terms.
While it would be easy to make the Pods in the
map also act as teleport links to the Pod itself, we think
the spatiality of the structure is important and want to
emphasize the relationships between Pods by providing
a glass elevator that follows the junctions that connect
the Pods from the base-level of the structure to the Pod
a visitor has selected. This trip provides an overview of
the other types of Pods that are in the Megastructure,
providing a basis for future exploration.
GOVERNANCE
Second Life provides a number of governance
systems for groups of residents and land owners. We
can take advantage of some of these in our design, but
these tools have a number of built in assumptions and
aren’t sophisticated enough for handling governance on
their own.
We think there are a few broad ways in which
we can help manage the governance of the Pod system.
The first is to make visible the usage patterns of
residents. Instead of enforcing strict limits, we can let
residents provide pressure to other residents who are
using too many prims. If they do want to force the
issue, it’s important to provide a clear vocabulary for
how administrators will intervene on behalf of
residents. These interventions might include a range of
activities like delisting a pod from the directory,
removing content other residents find offensive,

temporarily banning someone from the Structure,
cleaning up (by hand) prims over a certain limit, or
forcibly removing a Pod from the Structure. By
codifying the relationship between administrators and
residents, the residents are free to discuss and resolve
problems internally where possible, but request outside
intervention when necessary.
Results
The main design principle in this design is
using spatiality to create a new kind of social
vocabulary. We believe that using new social
vocabularies can create compelling social spaces. With
this in mind, we discuss a few of the social vocabularies
that arise from our design that we think make it a
different and conceptually interesting space.
The most basic function of space in our design
is for showing connections. Because all Pods are
explicitly connected to, at most, four other Pods, social
connection comes at a premium. There is a strong
incentive not to allow connections to other people
unless you have a reason (social or otherwise) to
believe that they would maintain a Pod worth being
near. Limiting connectivity also makes network
proximity a more interesting property than in social
networks with no limit to connections; a Pod two steps
away from you in the structure is much more likely to
be someone you know and have a relationship with
than someone two steps away in a social networking
site.
Connectivity wouldn't matter unless being near
or far from someone had some functional meaning. The
most simple role is connectivity and recommendation,
which effects browsing behaviors. Just like there's a
benefit to being near a popular destination in offline
space, we expect that popular areas will arise in the

structure and there will be benefits to being connected
to such areas.
Adjacency also creates the possibility of
collaborative building. While the space of a single Pod
does provide room for some activities, part of the
power of Second Life's continuous space is that people
can build beyond the confines of their assigned space.
This could range from the relatively simple (walkways
or elevators between Pods of friends) to quite elaborate
(converting a section of the structure into a consistently
themed space). Collaborative construction is faced with
the challenge of retaining a thread of the "profile"
nature of the original spaces, but there are a number of
ways that could be done if people felt that it was useful.
It will be much harder to lurk in this structure;
if there are other people browsing similar areas, they
are much more likely to interact. Given the variety of
content that will make up a Megastructure, we expect
these interactions will treat the Pods as a
conversational prop that people can use as a catalyst
for conversation. Visitors to the structure will also be
attracted to the presence of people updating their Pods,
creating a serendipitous interaction between creators
and visitors that is specific to Second Life.
Future work
Our biggest focus is on adding more meaning to the
topology of the building itself, beyond social
orientation. We aim to make the topology play a role in
both communication (people moving through the
structure serve as carriers of messages and media from
pod to pod) and casual social games (like an interactive
game of life).

Our other major goal is to setup an installation
of the system in an area where people can actually use
over a longer time period, so we can observe the longterm dynamics of this sort of sociable architecture.
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